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Critical essay: What works for whom in which circumstances? On the need to 
move beyond the “what works?” question in organizational intervention 
research 
Abstract: 
Organizational interventions can be defined as planned, behavioural, theory-based actions 
that aim to improve employee health and well-being through changing the way work is 
designed, organized and managed. The gold standard for evaluating the effectiveness of such 
interventions is the use of randomized, controlled trials and meta-analyses. The key question 
according to this paradigm is whether this type of interventions work or not, however, 
answering this questions offers little practical insights into how organizations and policy 
makers may plan and implement future organizational interventions. In the present critical 
essay, we discuss the limitations of this paradigm. We argue that realist evaluation and realist 
syntheses may offer a more informative alternative. The key questions of realist evaluation 
are what works for whom in which circumstances. These questions are explored through the 
identification of the mechanisms that bring about desired outcomes and in which contextual 
circumstances such mechanisms may be triggered (CMO-configurations). In the present 
essay, we suggest that organizational intervention content and process mechanisms may help 
bring about the desired outcomes of improved employee health and well-being and that the 
omnibus and discrete contextual factors determine whether mechanisms are facilitated. 
 
Keywords: Meta-analysis, randomized controlled trial, realist evaluation, realist synthesis, 
CMO-configurations, organizational interventions, critical essay 
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Critical essay: What works for whom in which circumstances? On the need to 
move beyond the “what works?” question in organizational intervention 
research 
Organizational interventions can be defined as planned, behavioural, theory-based 
actions that aim to improve employee health and well-being through changing the way work 
is designed, organized and managed (e.g. Nielsen, 2013a; Richardson and Rothstein, 2008). 
Such interventions most often employ a problem solving cycle approach consisting of five 
phases: Setting up the intervention, screening of existing employees’ working conditions and 
employee health and well-being and feedback of screening results to participants, developing 
action plans to improve working conditions, implementation of action plans, and evaluation 
of the intervention’s outcomes. Organizational interventions most often employ a 
participatory approach where employees and (line) managers collaboratively decide on the 
process and the content of the intervention (Nielsen et al., 2010). This type of intervention is 
recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO, 1995), the International Labor 
Organization (ILO, 2001), and the European Agency for Occupational Safety and Health 
(EU-OSHA, 2010) because they target the causes of poor well-being, i.e., a poor working 
environment. Furthermore, the framework European Directive (European Communities, 
1989; ETUC, 2004) requires that employers ensure the health and well-being of employees 
are based on prevention principles, i.e. avoidance of the risks, evaluation of the risks which 
cannot be avoided, fighting the risks at source, and adaption of the work to employees 
(Malchaire, 2004). Yet reviews and meta-analyses conclude that organizational interventions 
are by and large ineffective (Bhui et al., 2012; Richardson and Rothstein, 2008; van der Klink 
et al., 2001). 
              In the present essay, we discuss the limitations of classification systems that assume 
that the randomized, controlled, trial (RCT) and meta-analyses offer the highest level of 
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scientific evidence and propose that realistic evaluation and realist syntheses (Pawson and 
Tilley, 1997; Pawson, 2013) with its questions of what works for whom in which 
circumstances may successfully be applied to the area of organizational intervention 
evaluation. Realist evaluation seeks to answer the questions of what works for whom in 
which circumstances through studying what the Mechanisms of an intervention are (what 
makes an intervention work?) and the Context in which these may be triggered (what are the 
conditions in which an intervention is effective?) and bring about certain Outcomes (which 
improvements in working conditions and in employee health and well-being can be 
observed?), in what is also known as CMO-configurations (Pawson and Tilley, 1997).  
In realist evaluation, an intervention’s programme theory, i.e. the theory of what 
causes change, is the unit of analysis, not whether an intervention worked or not (Greenhalgh 
et al., 2015). A programme theory can be seen as an implicit set of assumptions that steers the 
choice and design of an intervention (Pawson, 2013) and spells out the coordinated sequence 
of activities (e.g., preparation, screening, action planning, implementation and evaluation) 
that are thought to be necessary to achieve the intervention’s intended outcomes (Manzano 
and Pawson, 2014). 
RCTs and meta-analyses - what are they good for? 
Central tenets of a study’s quality concern its internal and external validity 
(generalizability). Internal validity is an indicator of the extent to which a cause-and-effect 
relationship between working conditions and its outcome is well-founded (Hoyle et al., 
2001), and it is crucial to evaluate whether an intervention produced any observed changes 
and to estimate the magnitude of these changes (Newcomer et al., 2010). To determine which 
designs are the most robust in terms of internal validity, the so-called ‘levels of evidence’ are 
used (Guyatt et al., 1995). These levels describe the hierarchical ordering of research design 
quality. A study has high internal validity when it fulfils the three conditions required for 
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causal inference: covariation, time–order relationship, and elimination of plausible alternative 
causes (Shaugnessy et al., 2006). Drawing on the medical field, randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs) randomly allocate participants into either an intervention or a control group. The 
basic assumption is that any differences in effects in the two groups are attributable to the 
results of the intervention rather than to any individual differences at baseline, e.g. gender, 
age or existing levels of resources. The goal of the RCT design is to assess whether the 
intervention had the desired effect or not, to answer the question of “what works?”. RCTs are 
supposed to deal with the threats to internal validity, by addressing the three aforementioned 
conditions for causal inference (Shaugnessy et al., 2006). 
However, the complexity of organizational interventions must be considered when 
applying the RCT design to this type of interventions.  
First, the RCT design only allows researchers to determine whether there was an 
effect or not; it does not demonstrate whether this effect can be ascribed to the intervention 
itself or to other factors. For example, it is not possible to determine whether any changes in 
working conditions and employee health and well-being have been caused by the intervention 
or other factors such as concurrent events in the form of downsizing or additional resource 
allocation.  
Second, it is well-established that the intervention process influences the 
intervention’s outcomes. For example, it has been argued that the behaviours and 
involvement of key players in the intervention process actively craft the intervention 
(Nielsen, 2013a). Research has established that line managers play an important role in 
shaping and supporting the intervention process and that these behaviours are related to 
observed improvements in targeted working conditions and employee well-being (Nielsen 
and Randall, 2009). Also the participatory process, i.e. the extent to which employees are 
involved in determining the intervention’s processes and content, plays a role in ensuring a 
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successful intervention outcome (Nielsen and Randall, 2012). These outcomes are also 
strongly influenced by the multiple perceptions and interpretations of the intervention by the 
participants. In fact, due to the participatory, problem solving cycle, the content of the 
intervention, i.e. the action plans, are not determined prior to the intervention but jointly 
developed by (line) managers and employees. RCTs assume that the intervention is the causal 
effect, but at the same time they exclude the many components that may explain an 
intervention’s outcomes, possibly disregarding the real causes of the intervention’s success or 
failure (Pawson, 2013). It is essential to recognize that workplace interventions are “active” 
rather than passive programmes (Pawson, 2006) that continuously respond to contextual 
factors and emerging processes. 
Third, organizational interventions target an entire work unit; however, not all of 
participants in an organizational unit, e.g. a department, will suffer from the same issues. For 
instance, although a majority of employees may think lack of managerial support may be a 
problem, not all employees may agree and they may also have different perceptions on the 
appropriate activities to be implemented to improve such support. These various 
interpretations may differently affect the intervention functioning and realization.  
Third, there are several challenges associated with the use of control groups. It is 
notoriously difficult to finding equivalent control groups that enable reliable comparisons 
between the intervention and the control group (Pawson, 2013). If an entire department is 
participating, there may not be another department in the organization that provides an 
adequate match. For example, in hospitals there is only one Accidents and Emergency, and 
an Accident and Emergency at another unit may have different procedures and policies. 
Different production units in manufacturing plants may differ in terms of size and production 
methods within the same organization. The basic tenet of the RCT design is that 
randomization controls for baseline levels but because of contamination risks, organizational 
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interventions employ cluster randomization and thus N is too small to rule out differences 
between groups. Also organizational interventions may be a response to national legislation 
(e.g. in Denmark it is a legal requirement to assess the working environment at least every 
third year and take appropriate measures to address any issues, Nielsen, 2013b) and thus the 
intervention must be implemented in the entire organization. In addition, it may be 
considered unethical to withhold the intervention from a group that has been identified as “at 
risk” and wait-list control design may result in aggravation of problems in the wait-list group 
(Nielsen, 2013a). Furthermore, research indicates that the sheer act of randomization 
increases readiness for change in the intervention group due to feelings of “having won the 
lottery” (Nabe-Nielsen et al., 2015). 
A further challenge of RCTs is related to their external validity or generalizability of 
the findings. External validity refers to the extent to which an intervention will have the same 
effects in other settings or with other groups (Newcomer et al., 2010). One way of achieving 
generalizability is to conduct the intervention across multiple sites. Other ways include 
making explicit the settings in which an interventions is expected to work. For example, is an 
intervention that relies on high levels of technology expected to be generalizable beyond a 
group of “tech savvy” engineers? It is also important to evaluate the generalizability from the 
sample size. Does an intervention with ten postal service workers represent the entire 
population across an entire country regardless of whether they work in urban or rural areas? 
RCTs are implemented in a specific context and discrete period of time, making the 
generalization of the findings questionable across contexts (Karlan et al., 2009) and offering 
limited information on the transferability of complex interventions. 
Addressing these challenges related to internal and external validity, Newcomer et al. 
(2010) recommended that when conducting evaluations attention should be paid to measuring 
the extent to which an intervention was implemented (a manipulation check), examining 
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whether any other events may account for the observed changes, evaluating whether 
sufficient time has lapsed for any changes to be attributed to the intervention (e.g. an 
intervention aimed at improving trust between management and employees may not work 
overnight but may take time to take effect), and assessing whether similar interventions have 
produced similar results.  
In organizational intervention evaluation, meta-analyses are considered the gold 
standard when aiming to estimate the overall effectiveness of interventions and to draw 
evidence-based conclusions and recommendations (Rousseau et al., 2008). By quantitatively 
combining existing studies, meta-analyses statistically synthesize the results of several RCTs 
across contexts, to obtain a single weighted average measure of the effect of a certain 
intervention (i.e., its effect size). This strategy could give the illusion that RCTs may 
overcome the contextual specificity of RCTs. Meta-analyses have the merit to attain 
statistical precision, by weighting the estimated effect size on sample size and study artifacts 
(Schmidt and Hunter, 2015), and by assessing across-study variability around this effect size 
(Borenstein et al., 2009). Moreover, they strive to achieve methodological rigor and 
replicability, by transparently reporting the numerous procedural judgements and choices a 
meta-analyst faces.  
Overall, meta-analyses of organizational interventions have concluded that 
organizational interventions are ineffective (Rothstein and Richardson, 2008; van der Klink et 
al., 2001). In a synthesis of systematic reviews and meta-analyses, Bhui et al. (2012) 
concluded that organizational interventions show limited and mixed effects. We question 
whether such meta-analyses and reviews are appropriate when synthesizing organizational 
intervention studies, and we argue that they suffer from a number of pitfalls that may 
invalidate their findings and any related evidence-based recommendations. Some of these 
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drawbacks are idiosyncratic to meta-analyses in general, others are even more critical when 
trying to draw conclusions on the effectiveness of organizational interventions.  
Pawson (2006) challenged the overall logic of the meta-analytic approach for 
intervention evaluation, by critically illustrating how the multiple stages of meta-analysis 
(from formulating the review question to disseminating the findings) fail to realistically 
review interventions in the social science domain. The main point of his critique is related to 
the over-simplistic approach underlying meta-analytic evaluation. Indeed, in order to achieve 
rigour and net effect-size estimates, simplifications are used at multiple stages of the meta-
analytic process (Pawson, 2006). For example, when first sifting the literature, clear criteria 
are set to decide which studies should be included or excluded from the analyses, eliminating 
most of the contextual information and details of the interventions. This over-simplification 
can produce statistically accurate information about the interventions’ effectiveness (e.g., 
organizational interventions only show little effect), but may actually fail to detect the 
underlying mechanisms of an organizational intervention that would disclose how any effects 
are brought about. Organizational interventions most often operate through a participatory, 
dynamic approach, where employees and managers in collaboration decide on the process 
and the content of intervention activities and through on-going negotiations shape the 
intervention process and the content of action plans (Nielsen et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 
2014). It has been argued that the intervention’s component, i.e. the development of action 
plans, trigger certain behaviours of participants, i.e. their engagement in developing and 
implementing these action plans and it is these behaviours that produce outcomes rather than 
the component “developing action plans” (Nielsen and Abildgaard, 2013). 
A common criticism against meta-analysis is that it mixes apples and oranges. This is 
particularly critical for intervention studies, which are highly dependable on contextual 
factors.  It could be argued that meta-analyses can perform moderator (and sensitivity) 
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analyses in order to investigate those differences among primary studies attributable to such 
contextual factors or to intervention types. Moderator analyses are considered one of the 
strengths of the meta-analytic approach, because they recognize variation in the distribution 
of the estimated effect size and they aim to explain it (Borenstein et al., 2009). However, this 
variability may not easily be disentangled, since its source may not be disclosed from primary 
studies. In fact, primary studies may have not measured the variables that account for any 
differences among studies, such as contextual variables (or they may not report net statistical 
indicators of these). Moreover, moderator analyses are often performed through meta-
regressions, which require to select an even more strict number of studies (i.e., all that studies 
which performed the same intervention in relation to the same outcomes, and reported useful 
statistics for the same moderators), further limiting the number of studies included in the 
subgroup analysis, and thus the power of the analyses (Borenstein et al., 2009).  
A further challenge associated with meta-analyses is that the effect size does not 
provide useful insights into how organizations may target resources or maximize the impact 
of their efforts to improve employee health and well-being. Due to their high complexity, 
organizational interventions are likely to produce a complex configuration of outcomes 
(Pawson, 2006) and to provide wide-spread effects through organizational learning, which 
cannot be quantitatively expressed through a meta-analytic estimation. Indeed, meta-analyses 
need to precisely operationalize the expected outcomes to estimate the relations of interest, 
making difficult to assess any possible emerging “products” of it.  
Finally, it is worth briefly mentioning some more general problems of meta-analyses, 
which further show the limits of the meta-analytic approach to evaluate organizational 
interventions. First, qualitative studies are excluded from meta-analyses for obvious reasons, 
but they can be useful to understand the processes, the contextual factors and mechanisms 
underlying the effectiveness of organizational interventions. The second issue pertains to the 
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quality of the primary studies. Since one poorly conducted study could erroneously alter the 
meta-analytic effect size, strict criteria are set to sift the literature in order to include in the 
meta-analysis only those studies which meet certain standards. In this way, the accurateness 
of the estimation is assured, but at the same time a whole set of valuable information about 
processes and mechanisms is excluded. Indeed, poorly conducted or unsuccessful studies can 
reveal a lot about how and why organizational interventions worked or did not, offering 
useful insights for planning future interventions (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2006). Third, directly 
linked to this issue, meta-analyses are vulnerable to publication bias, which occurs when the 
retrieved primary studies are systematically unrepresentative of the study population 
(Rothstein et al., 2005). Studies may be excluded from the literature (i.e., not published) 
because they did not confirm the expected hypotheses or did not achieve statistically 
significant results. Although recently more advanced methodologies have been used to assess 
the effect of publication bias (e.g., Duval and Tweedie, 2000; Sterne and Egger, 2005; Sterne 
et al., 2005), the failure to include those unpublished studies – that report unsuccessful results 
from an intervention point of view – not only threatens the validity of the meta-analysis 
(Dickersin, 2005), but also limits our understanding of the key factors underlying intervention 
effectiveness. An example of the limited usefulness of meta-analyses is the Nielsen et al. 
(2006) study, which compared two intervention studies and two non-randomized control 
groups. Improvements in working conditions and employee health and well-being were found 
in one intervention and one control group whereas deteriorations or no effects could be 
observed in the other intervention and control groups. A meta-analytic comparison of these 
groups would conclude that the intervention was ineffective. However, the study’s process 
evaluation revealed that contextual differences and the fact that the “successful” control 
group implemented similar activities as the “successful” intervention group would suggest 
that the proposed mechanism of the intervention (e.g. team building activities) could help 
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explain outcomes. These results indicate that the intervention had an effective program theory 
(e.g. improving employee health and well-being through activities that improve social 
relations) and that the mechanism team building had a positive effect in the right 
circumstances (a context where baseline levels of social support were low). This example 
illustrates the difficulty for meta-analyses of dealing with inconsistent findings, which can 
result in misevaluating intervention studies and in losing important information about their 
functioning.  
In summary, meta-analyses may fail to address the complexity of organizational 
interventions, thus underestimating their effectiveness. Meta-analyses aim to quantitatively 
summarize the specific relationships between certain causes and a set of expected outcomes. 
In so doing, they fail to consider the complex patterns made of contextual elements, emerging 
mechanisms, participative and recursive processes, participants’ expectations, perceptions 
and interpretations that ultimately determine the success (or failure) of organizational 
interventions.  In other words, they may fail to identify the true relationships of interest and 
they may not (meta)analyze those elements that account for the intervention’s outcomes. This 
is also reflected by another important stage of the meta-analytical process, namely the 
extraction of the relevant information from the primary studies. In fact, key component of the 
intervention process and context are difficult to translate into precise, numerical variables, 
which is exactly what is needed to run a meta-analysis. Thus complex and precious 
information is lost. 
  In the attempt to address the limitations of RCTs and meta-analyses, there has been 
an increasing interest in understanding which specific elements of an organizational 
intervention may work (Nielsen et al. 2010) and how and why such interventions work or not 
(Nielsen et al., 2006; Nielsen and Randall, 2012). Some models have been developed that 
consider evaluating the process of interventions (Nielsen and Abildgaard, 2013; Nielsen and 
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Randall, 2013), however, existing thinking on the evaluation of organizational interventions 
suffer from not having an overall framework to guide such assessment. Although arguments 
for integrating process and effect evaluation have been put forward (Nielsen and Abildgaard, 
2013), such models are not theoretically founded. Current frameworks are based on existing 
research and are therefore limited in their inclusion of the elements they recommend 
researchers to consider: It is possible that process factors may influence outcomes that have 
yet to be covered in the current literature.  
In the present essay, we argue that realist evaluation (Pawson and Tilley, 1997, 
Pawson, 2013) may present a fruitful avenue to go down when evaluating organizational 
interventions. Realist evaluation offers a way to conduct rigorous, theory-based analyses of 
what works for whom in which circumstances. Such analyses provide researchers and 
evaluators to with insights into how to improve existing interventions and inform future 
interventions, and ensure both internal validity and external validity. In the following sections 
of the present essay, we will introduce realist evaluation and discuss how realist evaluation 
and its CMO-configurations may be applied to organizational intervention evaluation, and we 
discuss the realist synthesis as an alternative to meta-analyses. Realist evaluation may offer 
an opportunity to develop an integrated process and effect evaluation framework that may 
advance our theoretical understanding on which elements of organizational interventions may 
be effective and in which conditions we can expect positive outcomes. 
The basic principles of realist evaluation 
According to realist evaluation there are patterns that may explain why an 
intervention succeeds or fails to bring about the intended outcomes and we can build and test 
models to explain these patterns (Pawson, 2013). The focus of realist evaluation is to answer 
the questions of “what works for whom in which circumstances?” in an attempt to open the 
black box of how and why interventions may or may not work. The central tenet of realist 
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evaluation is to answer these questions though theoretically developing and testing 
Context+Mechanism = Outcome (CMO)-configurations (Pawson and Tilley, 1997; Pawson, 
2013). A CMO-configuration can pertain to an entire intervention or to parts of it and one 
CMO-configuration can be embedded in another (Pawson and Tilley, 1997). The realist 
evaluation strategy thus focuses on three themes: Understanding the Mechanisms through 
which an intervention achieves its Outcomes, understanding the Contextual conditions 
necessary for triggering these mechanisms, and understanding outcome patterns (Pawson and 
Tilley, 1997). Some factors in the context may enable certain mechanisms to trigger intended 
outcomes (Greenhalgh et al., 2015) and therefore interventions cannot simply be transferred 
from one context to the other; there is always an interaction between context and mechanisms 
and it is this interaction that creates the intervention’s outcomes (Greenhalgh et al., 2015). It 
is the interplay between participants in the intervention and the structures in which the 
intervention is embedded that determine the outcomes of the intervention and research should 
thus focus on how these agent-structure interactions produce outcomes (Greenhalgh et al., 
2015).  
Realist evaluators argue that it is crucial to understand that because interventions 
work differently in different contexts and through different mechanisms they cannot easily be 
transferred from one setting to another, however, the in-depth understanding of what works 
for whom in which circumstances is portable (Goodridge et al., 2015). Realist evaluation has 
primarily been applied in the evaluation of healthcare (Marchal et al., 2012) and policy 
research (Pawson, 2013). In the following we offer an operationalization of mechanisms and 
context in organizational intervention research.  
 
 
Mechanisms: What makes organizational interventions work? 
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Interventions work by giving participants the opportunity to make different choices 
about their agency (Greenhalgh et al., 2015). Making and sustaining such changes in 
behaviour requires a change in people’s reasoning and/or the resources they have available to 
them (Greenhalgh et al, 2015). Mechanisms can be expressed through interpretations, 
considerations, decisions and behaviours of participants and outcomes are the result of these 
actions of participants and their interpretations of the intervention (Pawson, 2013). Despite 
the definition of mechanisms put forward by Pawson (2013), there is confusion as to what the 
term includes. In a review of the mechanism concept in realist evaluation, Lacouture et al. 
(2015) identified 49 studies based on realist evaluation. They concluded in their analyses of 
the characteristics of mechanisms that 1) mechanisms can be defined as the reasoning and 
reactions of participants, 2) mechanisms may change over the duration of the intervention and 
that they are latent and only reveal themselves during the implementation of the intervention, 
3) although mechanisms cannot be observed they are real and exist regardless of whether they 
are activated or not, and 4) mechanisms interact with each other and may be linked in 
negative or positive feedback loops. In a review, Marchal et al. (2012) identified mechanisms 
at the individual (resistant behaviours), group (social capital building) and organizational 
(management behaviours) level. For example, if a group of employees do not believe a 
particular action plan will address a problem they are unlikely to drive the implementation of 
this action plan and thus the action plan will not achieve its intended outcome(s) because it 
was not implemented. 
Although there has been little explicit use of realist evaluation in the organizational 
intervention domain, a few studies on organizational practices and policies have employed a 
realist evaluation approach and these identify mechanisms that may also be applicable to 
organizational interventions. Higgins et al. (2015) conducted an intervention aimed to 
facilitate return to work among employees on long-term sickness absence. One of the 
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mechanisms that brought about a fast return to work was identified as line managers’ 
communication with employees on sick leave. Line managers’ regular contact to employees 
at an early stage was also recognized as a mechanism as was senior managers providing clear 
guidance on how to manage employees on sick leave. 
Goodridge et al. (2015) explored the implementation of Lean in Canadian healthcare. 
The aim of Lean was to “develop an infrastructure to support and coordinate continuous 
quality improvement” (Goodridge et al., 2015, p 2). The focus of the study was to develop 
hypotheses for CMO-configurations that could be tested in future studies of Lean 
implementation. Based on interviews with employees in the healthcare, the following 
mechanisms were proposed would trigger the intended outcomes of the ability of the 
healthcare to “do more with less” and provide better quality of care. First, authorization of 
resources to be spent on Lean activities will result in employees participating in such 
activities. Second, the use of a common set of Lean tools will ensure consistent improvement 
process and practices to be implemented thus generating improved decision making which 
will lead to better quality of care. Third, leaders at the local level will play a key role in 
promoting the use of Lean tools and engagement in quality improvement processes. Fourth, 
increased levels of staff and patient participation in quality improvement processes and 
visibility of leaders will contribute to increased transparency which will in turn ensure leader 
accountability for implementing Lean (Goodridge et al., 2015). 
Although rarely explicitly examined in organizational intervention research, a number 
of studies have implicitly examined the mechanisms of such interventions. We argue that two 
main categories of mechanisms may be at play in organizational interventions. First, the 
content of the intervention, i.e. the content of action plans, may realize the intended 
outcomes. Second, the participatory process of the intervention may also be an important 
mechanism that brings about improved employee health and well-being.  
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Holman and Axtell (2015) provided two examples of the content of the intervention 
as a mechanism that brought about the intended improvements in employee well-being in UK 
call centre study. The authors suggested two content mechanisms by which the intervention 
may have an effect. First, administrative tasks being completed by employees rather than line 
managers and the discretion over how minor customer queries and complains were dealt with 
would result in employees experiencing higher levels of job control and in turn well-being. 
Second, clarifying the performance criteria and regular team briefings would lead to 
improved feedback and well-being among staff.  
Bond et al. (2008) provided an example of how the intervention participatory process 
may be a mechanism. Bond et al. (2008) argued that as employees jointly decide on how to 
make changes to the way work is organized, designed and managed this lead to 
improvements in job control and employee well-being. A limitation of both these studies is 
that although both studies formulated the mechanisms these were not tested empirically, for 
example the extent to which employees took over administrative roles was not measured and 
not linked to outcomes. Interestingly, the two studies both included job control as an outcome 
and argued that increased control could be either the result of the process or the content of the 
intervention. This lack of clarity calls for studies that empirically examine and measure both 
types of mechanism to determine whether job control is triggered by the intervention’s 
content or process.  
In a qualitative study among Danish postal service workers. Nielsen et al. (2014) 
explored a tailored questionnaire as an intervention tool. Based on interviews with managers 
and employees, a context-specific questionnaire was developed. To capture the cognitive 
appraisal of employees (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984), response categories were anchored 
around the appraisal of an aspect of the work environment being a problem or positive. 
Frequencies were fed back to participants and odds ratios were used to link working 
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conditions to employee health and well-being outcomes. The mechanisms underlying the 
questionnaire was that 1) it enabled collective sensemaking of the results of the tailored 
questionnaire and the problems experienced by the group, 2) it facilitated prioritization 
because participants could see how many employees reported an aspect of the work 
environment to be a problem and how strongly this aspect was linked to outcomes, 3) it 
created ownership among participants because they felt management were interested in their 
problems and their perspectives, and 4) it facilitated action planning because it pointed 
directly to issues specific to postal service workers, e.g. employees’ opportunities to be heard 
in connection with changes in the postal routes. 
Understanding context in organizational interventions  
Interventions work in different ways for different people depending on the context 
within which they find themselves, and thus whether and how the mechanisms trigger 
outcomes depend on the context (Greenhalgh et al., 2015). The two aforementioned studies 
by Higgins et al. (2015) and Goodridge et al. (2015) offer some useful examples on context 
that may also apply to organizational interventions.  
The contextual factors identified by Higgins et al. (2015) included an organizational 
climate where senior management had good relations with line managers and the trade 
unions, communication between line managers and employees was respectful, line managers 
had adequate training to deal with employees on sick leave and where financial pressures 
motivated line managers to develop flexible return to work practices, such a flexitime 
working. 
In the Goodridge et al. (2015) study, the contextual factors that enabled the 
mechanisms that triggered outcomes were also identified in interviews. Goodridge et al. 
(2015) suggested that in regions 1) where Lean was poorly integrated and aligned with other 
initiatives, 2) where leaders who were responsible for Lean implementation perceived a lack 
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of centralized support to implement Lean, 3) where central authorities did not support 
adjustment to local context, 4) where measurement data on which to base quality 
improvement processes are not readily available or of poor quality, and 5) where leaders 
feared they could not make mistakes without repercussions, Lean would not be implemented.  
Exploring context in organizational interventions 
Pawson and Tilley (1997) defined context as the conditions that interventions find 
themselves in. Macfarlane et al. (2011) analysed the context at four levels: The individual 
(e.g. values, roles, and knowledge), the interpersonal (e.g. communication, collaboration and 
networks), the institutional (e.g. informal rules, organizational culture, leadership and 
regulations), and the infrastructural (e.g. political support). The model put forward by Nielsen 
and Randall (2015) only considered the individual level and the organizational level, 
incorporating the group, the institutional and the infrastructural level into the organizational 
context.  
In recent models of organizational intervention evaluation, a distinction between 
omnibus and discrete context has been suggested (Nielsen and Abildgaard, 2013; Nielsen and 
Randall, 2013). Essentially, it could be argued that the omnibus context concerns the maturity 
of the organization in terms of readiness for change, existing working conditions, and health 
and well-being of employees, while the discrete context concerns the concurrent changes 
taking place during the intervention period. This distinction is useful in realist evaluation. 
Traditionally realist evaluation has understood the context as the setting in which the 
intervention takes place, e.g. a postal service where existing levels of employee health and 
well-being point to the need for intervention. This approach has been criticized for being too 
limited in that contexts are dynamic and thus the focus on a pre-existing and stable context 
does not capture the complexity of context (Dahler-Larsen, 2001). It could be argued that the 
omnibus context captures the stable, cultural aspects whereas the discrete context captures the 
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dynamic context. Examples of the omnibus context are found in the Goodridge et al. (2015) 
and Higgins et al. (2015) studies. 
Examples of omnibus context at the individual level have been reported in 
organizational interventions. Bond et al. (2008) found that an organizational intervention had 
positive effects on mental health and absence rates for employees high in psychological 
flexibility. Readiness for change or openness to the intervention has also been found to be 
important: Participants need to acknowledge problems in the current situation, see the need 
for change, believe the intervention will have the desired effect and be motivated to follow 
the requirements for behavioural change made by the intervention (Nytrø et al., 2000). For 
example, Cunningham et al. (2002) found that the degree to which employees welcomed 
change, and felt they could effectively handle the change, predicted the degree to which they 
participated in change activities and felt that they themselves had made a significant 
contribution to the change. Employees’ resources are also an important contextual factor; 
Nielsen et al. (2006) found employees with little formal education found it challenging to 
engage in participatory processes. In their review, Lyubomirsky et al. (2005) concluded that 
individuals high in affective well-being were more proactive and creative, and engaged in 
more activities and problem solving than their counterparts with lower levels of affective 
well-being and thus high well-being levels may facilitate the participatory process.  
At the group level, in groups where employees were not used to communicate or 
solve problems at work, participation in the intervention process was reported as difficult and 
it found that insight about problems did not lead to willingness or ability to make things 
happen (Mikkelsen et al., 2000). At the institutional level, poor pre-intervention working 
conditions and well-being have been shown to limit implementation processes (Taris et al., 
2003).  
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Another body of research suggests a ceiling effect. Nielsen et al. (2006) found that in 
an intervention group that had, prior to the intervention, worked with organizational 
development, few improvements were observed as a result of an intervention, and Nielsen 
and Randall (2012) found that high levels of pre-intervention social support were related to 
few changes in existing working procedures in an intervention aiming to improve social 
support. These studies suggest it is important to evaluate the “maturity” of the organization in 
order to understand how the organizational omnibus context has influenced the intervention 
(Taris et al., 2003).  
In organizational intervention research, concurrent changes have often been described 
as “disturbing” the intervention and as “unnecessary noise” in organizational intervention 
studies (Nielsen et al., 2006; Mikkelsen and Saksvik, 1999). Discrete events both at the intra-
organizational level, for example the introduction of conflicting initiatives (Nielsen et al., 
2006) or of new technology (Saksvik, et al., 2002), or at the extra-organizational level, for 
exmaple economic recession leading to layoffs within the organization (Landsbergis and 
Vivona-Vaughan, 1995; Mikkelsen and Saksvik, 1999) have been found to impact 
intervention outcomes negatively. In today’s globalized economy, organizations constantly 
reorganize and restructure in order to adapt to the demands of their environment (Grant, 
2007) and transferring the realist evaluation thinking to organizational intervention research 
would enable the analysis of the impact of changing organizations on the outcomes of 
organizational interventions.  We need to understand how the dynamic context may act as a 
barrier or a facilitator that may facilitate certain mechanisms (Noblet and LaMontagne, 
2009). For example, if a new line manager is appointed, employees may not be familiar with 
him or her and therefore may not feel confident sharing their views and ideas openly during 
the participatory process and therefore the mechanisms of the participatory process may not 
be facilitated. 
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Analyzing organizational interventions using CMO-configurations 
As mentioned, realist evaluation has rarely been used in organizational intervention 
research and many studies of organizational interventions study either only the context or the 
mechanisms without explicitly using realist evaluation as their framework. A central tenet of 
realist evaluation is that context and mechanisms must be linked to outcomes and not 
explored separately (Pawson, 2013).  In this section, we present a few cases of existing 
research where CMO-configurations can be applied to understand the intervention’s 
outcomes.  
Nielsen and Daniels (2012) examined the effects of training newly appointed team 
leaders in how to implement and manage teams during a time of team implementation. The 
underlying mechanism was that through training leaders would come to see team 
implementation as a positive challenge to develop in their jobs rather than a threat to their 
status based on cognitive appraisal theory (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). Nielsen and Randall 
(2012) found that training leaders (mechanism) lead to improved leader well-being 
(outcome), but only in circumstances where employees reported being ready to work in teams 
(omnibus context). Where employees did not report being ready to work in teams, trained 
leaders experienced poorer well-being compared to leaders who had not received training. 
This multi-level intervention (team implementation and leader training) provides important 
insights in what works for whom in which circumstances. Nielsen and Daniels (2012) thus 
operationalized mechanisms as mediators (a component of the programme) that intervene 
between baseline and follow-up to influence the outcome, and context as moderators (which 
represent a relationship between intervention components that is enabled or conditioned by a 
third factor).  
In another study, Nielsen and Randall (2012) explored the outcomes of a teamwork 
intervention aimed at improving employee job well-being. Nielsen and Randall (2012) 
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suggested that two mechanisms would trigger improvements in employee well-being. First, 
the participatory process, in which employees and managers went through a joint problem 
solving approach would improve autonomy and social support and thereby employee well-
being (defined as job satisfaction and affective well-being). Second, changes in work 
procedures to reflect teamwork would increase employees’ opportunities to make 
independent decisions on how to do their job in a collaborative fashion would increase 
autonomy and social support and therefore also well-being. Nielsen and Randall (2012) also 
explored the extent to which the organizational context, i.e. pre-existing working conditions 
(social support, autonomy and well-being) facilitated the two mechanisms. In a structural 
equation model, Nielsen and Randall (2012) found that pre-existing levels of affective well-
being and social support (omnibus context) triggered the changes in procedures (mechanism) 
which led to improvements autonomy, affective well-being and job satisfaction. They also 
found that pre-existing levels of autonomy and job satisfaction (omnibus context) enabled the 
participatory process (mechanism) which led to improvements in social support and job 
satisfaction.  
Although not discussed by Nielsen and Randall (2012), we can identify two separate 
CMO-configurations: First, C1 (among employees who have high levels of affective well-
being and social support) facilitated M1 (changes in procedures to implement teamwork are 
introduced) which leads to O1 (leading to increased autonomy and in turn affective well-
being and job satisfaction). Second, C2 (pre-existing levels of autonomy and job satisfaction) 
triggers M2 (participatory intervention processes) which lead to the outcome of job 
satisfaction. Transferring the understanding obtained through these two CMO-configurations 
to the design of future organizational interventions it would be suggested that the mechanism 
of a participatory process would be facilitated when employees experienced high levels of 
pre-intervention autonomy, i.e. have previous experience engaging in independent decision 
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making and who are satisfied with their jobs. Employees who are less satisfied are unlikely to 
engage in a participatory process with leaders and colleagues. The participatory intervention 
process could be expected to bring about increased levels of social support and job 
satisfaction, but not affective well-being. The mechanism of changes in work procedures 
would only be triggered if groups of employees had high levels of affective well-being, i.e. 
the energy to change working procedures and where they felt supported by their colleagues 
prior to the intervention (omnibus context). In these circumstances the mechanism of changes 
in procedures could be expected to result in both affective well-being and job satisfaction. It 
could be argued that this particular study examined both content and process mechanisms. 
The changes in procedures relate to the teamwork intervention, i.e. the content of the 
intervention as it was measured whether teamwork practices were introduced. The 
participation mechanism on the other hand relate to the process as it concerned how 
employees engaged in the participatory process employed to implement teamwork.  
Synthesizing the CMOs of organizational interventions: Realist synthesis 
In the beginning of this critical essay, we argued that meta-analyses and 
considerations of RCTs as the gold standard offer limited value in providing knowledge on 
internal and external validity but that such types of validity may be better captured studying 
what specific elements of the intervention work, how and why and in which circumstances. 
Synthesizing the literature reviews exploring what works for whom in which circumstances 
in health care, Straus et al. (2016) found that alternative review methods have gained 
popularity: In 2000, ten alternative reviews had been published, but in 2013 the number has 
risen to 300 alternative reviews. In organizational intervention research, however, the 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses still dominate (Bhui et al., 2012). 
The question remains: How can we synthesize learning and offer recommendations on 
how to design and implement future organizational interventions? We argue that realist 
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synthesis which builds on the principles of realist evaluation can be successfully transferred 
to organizational intervention research. We thus suggest that reviews should focus on 
synthesizing CMO-configurations in realist syntheses.  
In realist synthesis the unit of enquiry is the programme theory and the aim is to 
develop a series of research questions about what works for whom in which circumstances 
that can be supported by the existing research – or lead to amendments of the programme 
theory. The programme theory can be used to develop and evaluate future interventions and 
provide recommendations on how to conduct organizational interventions in particular 
settings, for example, if change agents aim to improve employee health and well-being 
among employee groups A and B, then they should implement x and be aware that contextual 
factors 1 and 2 need to be present. If you are targeting employee groups C and D, you are 
better off implementing z and y and be aware of the pitfalls of 2 and 3.   
Realist syntheses in organizational intervention research would thus synthesize the 
mechanisms of the content and the process of the intervention and identify how participants’ 
reactions (both cognitive and behavioural) shape the interventions’ outcomes and in which 
contexts these mechanisms may be triggered. For example, is the intervention only likely to 
be successful in large organizations where existing health and safety management structures 
are well established or can elements of the intervention be transferred to interventions in 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises? 
Potential research questions in a realist synthesis of organizational interventions could 
include: How and why do organizational interventions work? That is: What are the 
programme theories for making changes to the way work is organized, designed and managed 
and the processes by which change is brought about? More specific research questions could 
include: Which theories can be used to explain process mechanisms? Which theories can be 
used to explain content mechanisms? Which discrete context factors trigger a) process and b) 
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content mechanisms? Which omnibus context factors trigger a) process and b) content 
mechanisms? What are the most important Outcomes brought about by these CM 
configurations? What areas for further research can be identified to inform and develop 
sustainable organizational interventions? 
Conclusion 
In the present critical essay, we have argued that realist evaluation offers great 
opportunities to unpack the black box of organizational interventions that are generally 
recommended by official bodies such as EU-OSHA, ILO and WHO. After illustrating the 
limitations of RCTs and meta-analyses when evaluating the effectiveness of organizational 
interventions, we have put forward realistic evaluation and realistic synthesis as more suitable 
approaches to understand the outcomes of an intervention and the reasons (i.e., context and 
mechanisms) behind them. Acknowledging the challenges of current realist evaluation in 
determining which factors can be defined as context and mechanisms, we propose an 
operationalization of context into omnibus and discrete context and mechanisms concerning 
the content and the process of interventions. The knowledge and learning obtained from 
realist evaluation can be used by a wide range of stakeholders. First, this approach can be 
used by researchers to develop and test theories of how, why organizational interventions 
work and for whom and in which circumstances. It can thus be used to develop organizational 
intervention theory and test the extent to which important mechanisms related to the content 
or the process of the intervention may trigger certain outcomes and in which circumstances. 
Second, realist evaluation can be used by organizations, HR and occupational health 
professionals who wish to improve employee health and well-being through changing the 
way work is organized, designed and managed. Developing programme theories of how and 
why specific intervention components may help organizational members to plan interventions 
better and have realistic expectations of which outcomes can be achieved.  It also facilitates 
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the transfer of one intervention to another. For example, in a large multi-national company 
the analysis of what works for whom can shed light on the extent to which an intervention 
needs tailoring to a particular national context and how it should be tailored. Finally, realist 
evaluation can help inform policy at the national and intervention level and can lead to the 
development of methods, tools and guidelines that policy bodies can recommend 
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